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Waterline
Legier Biederman

All cities of the North, East and West have yielded up some restless souls to the faroff Southern city, whose spell is so mystic, so sweet, so universal. And to these
wondering and wandering ones, this sleepy, beautiful, quaint old city murmurs: "Rest
with me. I am old; but thou hast never met with a younger more beautiful than I. I
dwell in eternal summer; I dwell in perennial sunshine; I sleep in magical moonlight.
My streets are flecked with strange sharp shadows; and sometimes also the Shadow
of Death falleth upon them; but if thou wilt not fear, thou art safe, My charms are not
the charms of much gold and great riches; but thou mayst feel with me such hope
and content as thou hast never felt before. I offer thee eternal summer, and a sky
divinely blue, sweet breezes and
sweet perfumes, bright fruits, and
flowers fairer than the rainbow. Rest
with me. For if thou leavest me, thou
must forever remember me with
regret". And assuredly those who
wander from her may never cease to
behold in their dreams – quaint,
beautiful and sunny as of old – and to
feel at long intervals the return of the
first charm, the first delicious
fascination of the fairest city of the
South.
– Lafcadio Hearn, 1878
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Eight Months Later
How do I begin to physically go back to New Orleans? In my thoughts, I've already returned
a thousand times. How could I imagine, anticipate, and experience New Orleans' turbulent
present and tumultuous future, and again remember it today? Though I grew up in a small
town in Arkansas, in many ways I've always thought of New Orleans as home – a home that
is continually reinvented and imagined; one that is full of contradictions and my ambivalences
about longing and belonging. My family is from New Orleans, and I spent many months of my
childhood, including most holidays, there; I lived there from 1995-2002. Since then, I've
bounced around between London, Vancouver, Los Angeles and San Francisco, always
dreaming of one day returning 'home'. But after 29 August 2005, everything I'd taken as a
given about New Orleans – from Domelici's po-boys and Panadora's snow balls to the
unbearably humid, romantic summer nights and the slow pace of the city, to New Orleanians'
hospitable demeanours and greetings and hand waves from strangers on their front porch –
was, like the waters that inundated the city, swiftly and violently thrown into question.
On 28 August 2005, after the bus and train stations had already closed, and fuel and
rental cars were on short demand, a mandatory evacuation of New Orleans was ordered.
As thousands (who had access to cars) left en masse, the interstate traffic halted to a
standstill for hours as hotels and shelters in the region quickly became full. But thousands,
who had been forgotten so many times before, were not included in the mandatory
evacuation plan for the long predicted1 and disastrous hurricane. The poor, the elderly, the
disenfranchised, were once again left to fend for themselves. Over 25,000 people sought
shelter in the New Orleans Superdome, as others waited the storm out in their homes.
Katrina was a Category 3 hurricane with 125 mph (205 km/h) winds that extended
outward 120 miles (190 km) when it made landfall the morning of 29 August 2005. As
Katrina's final gusts blew across New Orleans late that Monday afternoon, and as the skies
cleared, dead pigeons, uprooted trees and shattered streetlamps and windows littered the
streets. It was announced that New Orleans had escaped the feared 'worst case scenario'.
But little did anyone know that the true aftermath of the disaster was shortly to come. The
heavy winds and pressure from the storm surge, which ranged from 12 to 37 ft (3.7 to 11.3
metres) along the coastline, produced
multiple breaches in the levee along the
Industrial Canal,2 and water forcefully
inundated the city's Lower 9th Ward. The
water deposited a large river barge in the
neighbourhood bordering the levee; trees
were uprooted, as well as entire homes.
Those that remained were left standing in
over 10 ft (3 metres) of water. The
Mississippi River Gulf Outlet (MR-GO or Mr
Go) levee was breached in approximately
20 places, flooding New Orleans East,
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most of Saint Bernard Parish and the East Bank of Plaquemines Parish. In other areas of
the city, a quarter-mile section of the 17th Street Canal and multiple smaller sections of the
London Avenue Canal broke, flooding the Lakeview and Gentilly areas.3 At 8:30 pm, all
pumping stations, which are used to pump water out of the city, were non-functioning. By
sunrise the following day, 80% of the city was flooded.
Two days later the enormity of the disaster was clear, yet little to no aid had arrived. A
steady stream of pedestrians seeking food, water and shelter walked along Interstate 10,
which was now devoid of the cars that had been gridlocked just hours earlier. Thousands in
the squalid and chaotic conditions at the Superdome and the Convention Centre were running
out of food, and had no water and no electricity. They were terrified, and worried about their
family members whose whereabouts were still unknown. Many, fearing for their lives, had
climbed onto rooftops as waters rose; others had drowned in their attics while trying to get
to their rooftops. Many swam through water bubbling with natural gas and filled with sewage
and toxic chemicals; with no way to help, many witnessed their loved ones and strangers die.
Without food or water for days, Orleans Parish prisoners were left inside their cells as the flood
waters rose inside, and patients with serious conditions were trapped in flooded hospitals. The
repeatedly-promised buses of food, water and rescue equipment, allegedly on the way, took
days to finally arrive. By 4 September, 42,000 people had been evacuated from New Orleans,
including those remaining in the Superdome and Convention Centre.
It's often said that the turbulence caused by disasters comes in two waves. First comes
the turbulence of the storm; and then the recriminations and the political conflicts that
ensue, as well as the physical and psychological recovery. The flooding in New Orleans
washed away the civil façade of society and rendered visible the power structures, the
injustices, the corruption and the unacknowledged inequalities that lay beneath.
Since last September, I had wanted more than anything to go back to New Orleans, but
somehow managed to put it off for months. Would the New Orleans I loved still be there,
when the residents who made its culture feel like my home were scattered everywhere? Most
of my friends from the city were displaced throughout the US, and for one reason or another
were having a hard time going back. I had to go now; I couldn't go on as though New Orleans
was already dead, which is the way that
the few news reports trickling in, that still
focus on New Orleans, portray it.
On the night of 12 April 2006, my
partner Dagan (who I met eight years ago
when we were both living in New Orleans)
and I arrived in Houston for a short visit
with Jamyron. He's 11 years old. Jamyron
and his grandmother, Ms Iris, had been
my neighbors in New Orleans. After
Katrina they, along with 15,000 other
evacuees, were bussed to the Houston
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Astrodome, which provided an immediate shelter. From there, Jamyron and Ms Iris went to
northern Louisiana, then Atlanta, and last December they were finally able to return to New
Orleans. But shortly after returning, Ms Iris suffered a fatal stroke; Jamyron moved to
Houston to live with Laquna, his 22-year-old sister, her son, and her boyfriend DeNiro, all of
whom were from East New Orleans and had been living in southwest Houston since Katrina.
They plan on staying there, though it's apparent that it's not their favourite place. They miss
the everyday things about being in New Orleans. Jamyron misses his friends and shrimp
sandwiches. Laquna misses the shade in New Orleans and has noticed, especially as
summer approaches, the lack of trees in Houston. DeNiro says things happen for a reason;
"there was too much violence, too many bad things happening in New Orleans, and Katrina
is a wakeup call to chill out".
Jamyron's high spirits and kind, gentle heart continue to amaze me. But, how will he,
and all the other children that experienced Katrina, deal with the stress of knowing too much
about the world and yet simultaneously the anxiety of knowing too little? In the past few
months I've witnessed him grow wise beyond his years, which is terrifying at times, though
I hope it's potentially a blessing.
We rented a car in Houston, and after six hours driving through beautiful, low-lying
swampy land, punctured by oil refineries and industrial complexes (this stretch along the
Mississippi River has been termed 'cancer alley'), we were in New Orleans. Our anticipation,
anxiety and trepidation were unmistakably manifest. As tears began to roll down Dagan's
cheeks, I tried to hold mine back and grasped his hand with my sweaty palms. The vista of
destruction was overwhelming; the stillness was uncanny, and our silence deafening. We
traversed the city, through Kenner, Gert Town, Central City, the Garden District, the Irish
Channel (where I once lived), through the Central Business District, down N. Rampart Street,
through the Tremé past Louis Armstrong Park and the Iberville housing projects, to the 7th
Ward, where we were staying with our old friends Rachel Breunlin and Dan Etheridge.
A Deluge of Urban Uncertainty
Traffic was exceedingly light, and every street sign was slightly, sometimes dramatically,
leaning to the side. The majority of the
city's streetlights no longer work. At the
busiest intersections, they've been
temporarily (?) replaced with stop signs,
while at others it's a free-for-all. Many of
the bus shelters, for a practically nonexistent public transportation system,
exist as skeletal frameworks or no longer
at all, while the streetcar tracks along St.
Charles lie unused. The intersection of
Magnolia and Feret, like many others, is a
surreal mélange of political propaganda
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for the 23 candidates in the 23 April city mayoral election,4 discarded refuse and
contaminated remnants of past livelihoods. For the most part, the schools were empty, no
kids on the playgrounds or lingering on the front steps, and the hospitals seemed alarmingly
frozen in time.5 Many neighbourhoods are marked by a lack of inhabitants – motionless and
eerily silent – while structurally they look peculiarly normal, except for the ghostly waterline
on each home that symbolically tells a story of the past eight months in the lives of those
that lived there, as well as their possible futures.6 In most neighbourhoods, except the
hardest-hit, uninviting white FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency) trailers
populate front lawns and driveways; and in many unused parking lots entire FEMA trailer
'neighbourhoods', with security guards, have been set up.7
Located a block-and-a-half off Esplanade Ave, which is built on a ridge that was formed
thousands of years ago by the flooding of the Mississippi River, Rachel and Dan's house
narrowly missed being destroyed. As the waterline on their front steps indicates, had the
water been six inches higher, their home would have been uninhabitable. But the houses
only a block-and-a-half further away from Esplanade hadn't been as lucky. Because there
had been infrequent, if any, trash collection for the past few months, residents temporarily
transformed the vacant corner lot at the end of the block into a dump. Its stench is
suffocating and permeates the heavy, humid New Orleans' night air.
The 7th Ward neighbourhood is quiet, though residents on their block are slowly
returning. As Rachel, Dagan and I were talking on the front porch, sweet Mr Henderson, an
elderly resident of N. Miro Street (just two blocks from Rachel and Dan's), came slowly
walking around the corner for the first time in over eight months. Rachel and Mr
Henderson's eyes filled with tears of joy as they hugged one another. Over the years, Rachel
and Dan had grown very close with Mr and Mrs Henderson. For months they had worried
about these neighbours. Before the storm, they frequently dropped by each other's houses
for visits; and on a regular basis Mr Henderson, an avid reader, brought Rachel a huge stack
of journals and magazines that he had read. But like so many others, they never bothered
exchanging contact information. None of the neighbours, who had returned, knew the
Hendersons' whereabouts. They had all been worried, especially since the storm took such
an immediate, as well as prolonged, toll
on the elderly. But the Hendersons were
all right, and they were coming home.
We spent that Sunday with my parents
and picnicked in Audubon Park, which is in
an area of the city that sustained very little
damage. While the sun was noticeably
more intense because the winds from
Katrina had knocked down many of the
huge live oak trees and thinned the
branches of those still standing,
everything else was exceptionally routine
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for a spring day in the park: families picnicking, kids playing games, cars with shiny rims
cruising the road along the periphery of the park. Monday we were in the Lower 9th Ward,8
and that was a different story. While we were there, two bodies were found buried beneath
what used to be a home, raising to 17 the number of Hurricane Katrina fatalities discovered
in New Orleans in the past month-and-a-half.9 In the Lower 9th Ward, where prior to Katrina
approximately 14,000 people lived and 4,820 homes stood, there were no businesses
operating, no schools in session, no electricity, no FEMA trailers, and no running water.
Blocks of houses were wiped away and are now flat, except for the occasional concrete
slab still standing – a ghostly trace of a previous home – and the overturned cars that were
littered about as the water receded. But the area is full of activity: crews recovering bodies
and reconstructing the industrial canal levee that broke, and volunteers helping residents
recover and rebuild.
In the throes of crisis, how can we grasp the surges and waves in ideas and practices
as they crash against the shoreline?
I could see a multiplicity of intense emotions – anger, confusion and fatigue alongside
warmth, devotion and fervour – in the eyes of everyone I encountered in the city, my former
teachers, my friends Rachel and Dan, their neighbours, Mr. Henderson. Their eyes were
weary and their exhaustion was unmistakable, and yet at in the same moment, their energy
and passion was palpable.
Lower 9th Ward residents, who have had no public schools open since Katrina, took it
upon themselves to rebuild their neighborhood school, Martin Luther King, Jr. (which had
taken in 10 feet of water), as the authorities refused to do so. With the help of non-profit
and volunteer groups such as Common Ground Relief Collective,10 residents began gutting
mouldy parts, repairing and repainting the school, until, for unknown reasons, the State
Superintendent of Education called the police and halted the work. After days of public
outcry and support from city residents and volunteers, the state backed off and work
resumed, creating a place for education in the neighborhood, a space for community as
well as a symbol of resistance.
In August 2005, there were 7,381
public housing apartments in New
Orleans; and now, maybe 700…
Residents returning to their public housing
apartments are being told that by
abandoning them, they forfeited them. (So
now, forcibly closed for months equals
abandonment...?) Since Katrina, New
Orleans public housing developments
have been closed by locked metal
shutters and doors and surrounded by
chain-link fences. Mildred Battle, who is
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70 and gets around in a wheelchair, was one member of the more than 1000 families
displaced from the St. Bernard Housing Development. Despite returning three times,
Mildred Battle was never allowed to enter, nor retrieve her belongings. This month dozens
of residents illegally entered the gate in the chain-link fence, passed the lone security guard
and entered their homes. Miss Battle was among them, and friends helped her retrieve
family photos, including a picture of her deceased son, and a Martin Luther King award she
received in the 1990s. She and the other residents, along with veteran public housing
organisers and activists from N.O.H.E.A.T. (New Orleans Housing Emergency Action Team)
and C3 (Community, Concern and Compassion),11 vow to enforce the rights of public
housing residents to return home. They indicate there will be more direct actions.
How do we begin to tell stories and record experiences in the wake of turbulence, so
as to evoke all that is as yet unborn?
Our friend Rachel, along with Abram Himelstein, both high school teachers at John
McDonogh Senior High school before Katrina, co-founded a community documentary
programme in New Orleans called ‘The Neighbourhood Story Project: Our Stories Told by
Us’.12 Rachel and Abram wanted to bridge the gap between the high school and the
community. In June 2005, they published five books by students from John McDonogh that
looked at the city from vantage points not typically discussed, those that are usually left out
of official histories. Through creative non-fiction, photography and interviews with
community members, each author creates detailed portraits of their communities that often
change the way that we (or at least I) see the familiar, as well as deepen our understanding
of New Orleans in particular and notions of community in general.
Ashley Nelson is 18 years old and the author of The Combination, one of the books
published by the Neighbourhood Story Project. It is a book about her life in a public housing
project and the closeness of her community. After Katrina, she and her family stayed in Houston
for a while, but have since returned to New Orleans. Ashley, who is currently working as a
research assistant for the Neighbourhood Story Project, says about life after Katrina:

…What happens when you lose your
city? The place you grew up, the place
where every memory you recall is located
– how the hell are you supposed to
recover from that? All the FEMA money in
the world can't help rebuild the lost
families, relationships, neighbourhoods
caused by the storm. It's hard not to
worry that Katrina will be the end of the
New Orleans I know, when there are big
metal covers locking the windows and
doors of Lafitte – huge signs reading "No
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Trespassing". It hurts me to ride by and not see kids playing in the courtyard or card games
taking place on Christy's porch in the Tonti, or to hear the driveway boys having a ribbin
session in da cut. I want to be in New Orleans and have it feel like home. I want to walk
outside the door on 2202 Orleans Avenue and see three o'clock traffic. I want to wake up
on Mardi Gras day and see the Zulu pass on Orleans and Galvez. I want to walk through the
court and hear someone say, "Ay, you Jalna's daughter", or walk over to Busy Bee's and
hear Mike say, "Ya heard me"… But I don't want people to have to deal with the old New
Orleans where the police harass or hurt us ‘cuz they think we look suspicious, or where
trained police kill someone because they have a knife. Or where people feel cheated by our
government, and elected officials still make racial comments, and we have to send our
children back to the worst schools in the state. I want HANO [Housing Authority of New
Orleans] to reopen the doors of my neighbourhood, but I don't want the world to believe we
are looters and thieves. I don't want people to believe that my home is dangerous because
they are from a simpler place. And I don't want people to think we're deficient just ‘cuz we
ain't got no money. I don't want people to judge us without hearing our stories.
Since Katrina, the Neighbourhood Story Project has been working on a book project
with the members of the Nine Times Social Aid and Pleasure Club,13 one of the first official
'second line' clubs from the 9th Ward that got off the ground. When the Nine Times paraded
for the first time, Evella "Ms. Coochie" Pierre, the 2004 Queen of Nine Times, recalls, "They
all cried because a lot of people said they wasn't going to make it. They weren't going to
parade. But they did"14. The Nine Times is from the Desire housing project, which was built
in the segregated 1950s as a black development; it was one of the largest public housing
developments in the country, and home to the New Orleans chapter of the Black Panther
Party in 1970s.15 Ever since Desire was torn down in the 1990s, the annual Nine Times
second line,16 which everyone prepares for all year long, has served a crucial community
function. Lady Nine Times President Charlene Mathews says:
The Nine Times second line is like a reunion for residents. You get to see people you haven't
seen in awhile. At second lines you get to
say: "Oh, girl, I haven't seen you in a long,
long time. How your mama and them?" And
everybody is greeting everybody. It's a
tradition that's still going on, but a lot of
people was afraid to come forward to it.
Today, they're not afraid, and they come
out there. People come out there and they
dance and have a good time.17
Every Monday night for the past six
months, Nine Times members, exhausted
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from work and from dealing with Katrina's aftermath, have come together to work on their book
project, which is not just a history of the Club, but also a story of community, struggle and love.
Recently the Neighbourhood Story Project has been working with The Porch, a cultural
organisation in the 7th Ward that works to sustain and foster exchange among the cultures
of the neighbourhood, city and region. Together they've created '7th Ward Speaks', a series
of posters, each containing interviews with and stories about the life of a 7th Ward resident.
The posters are being put up throughout the city and distributed at the upcoming Original
Big Seven second line parade. The poster project is an attempt to encourage dialogue
among community members about life both before and after the storm, and raise
awareness about the 7th Ward outside the neighbourhood. The initial 12 community
members interviewed are now interviewing other members of the community for the next
series of posters, a process that will hopefully keep multiplying, creating and expanding
dialogue and friendships.
Ed Buckner, who works as a baker, a preschool administrator, a football coach and
president of the Original Big Seven Social and Pleasure Club, says on his poster:
It's the Big Seven Social and Pleasure Club and it's the whole, entire 7th Ward. The club
gives the neighborhood a community day. This is y'all's parade. We try to have a family day
and we want everybody to be a part of what we do. I don't believe nobody deserves my
parade no more than my people in the 7th Ward. You can really cut a rug doing this. The
crowd jumping. The band's jumping. You can tell when the band's having a good day
because the crowd will be workin' it out. You'll be rollin'. This is exactly what it's all about.
This is the area. This is the culture.18
Day by day and moment by moment, New Orleans residents are embracing the surges
and waves in ideas and practices as they crash. The city of New Orleans is learning to live
again, anew, with the weight of knowing too much about the world and at the same time,
the fear of knowing too little. In neighbourhoods where residents may not have known each
other, suddenly they've found each other, and started organising themselves for mutual aid
and security; demanding that their vision
for how their neighbourhoods, their
community, their city, be rebuilt; be not
only heard, but listened to. Since Katrina,
New Orleans residents, who are
themselves stretched so very thin, are
coming together, sharing resources with
one another, caring for one another - it's
the New Orleans way, as Rachel says.
They are not just rebuilding their own
house or their own neighbourhood, but reimagining notions of community and
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renewing and remaking relationships that have been scattered all over the place. Beneath
the violence of its current devastation, of urban catastrophe, a city survives that still has a
tight grasp on the hearts of many, a beautiful city on the Mississippi, an island of hope in a
turbulent time.
NOTES
1.

2.

Predictions of previous years have proved to be eerily accurate. See Mark Fischetti, "Drowning New
Orleans", Scientific American, October 2001. See also Sheila Grissett, "Shifting federal budget erodes
protection from levees: Because of cuts, hurricane risk grows", New Orleans Times Picayune, 8 June
2004.
The Industrial Canal, which is a 5.5 mile (9 km) navigable waterway that connects the Mississippi River to
Lake Pontchartrain, is the name used by locals to refer to what is officially known as the Inner Harbour
Navigation Canal (IHNC). It has slips and docks along its length, which allow it to function as a harbour in
addition to a transit canal. In the 1960s, the Industrial Canal junction width was expanded, becoming an
intersection with the Mississippi River Gulf Outlet (commonly referred to as MR-GO or Mr GO). Shortly after
its expansion, a levee breach in the Industrial Canal resulted in catastrophic flooding of the Lower 9th Ward
during Hurricane Betsy in 1965. MRGO is a 66-mile (106 km) ship channel that connects the Port of New
Orleans to the Gulf of Mexico in a route as straight as an engineer's ruler. The MR-GO began as a bad idea
to promote economic growth on the Port; at the behest of many, the Corps initiated construction in the
late 1950s. Boosters for the Port claimed that the MR-GO would encourage an 'industrial renaissance', but
these grand ambitions never materialised. Although it cuts 40 miles off the trip by traversing the marshes
of St. Bernard Parish, the only growth that has occurred is in the size of the canal itself. It expanded from
its original width of 500 feet to 2500 feet (152.4 to 762 metres) in some places due to erosion of the
canal's banks caused by the wake of giant ships. The MR-GO, along with other flood control methods such
as levees and pumps (not to be confused with flood mitigation, which largely consists of coastal
restoration) have resulted in the destruction of much of the wetlands surrounding New Orleans,
exacerbating the city's susceptibility to floods. Historically, the wetlands surrounding the city provided
invaluable flood protection by acting as a sponge to soak up the menace of storm surge, but in the last
century, over 1.2 million acres of Louisiana's land have disappeared. Now the open water, which sits where
land once stood, provides fuel to the fury of hurricanes. Critics attributed over 40,000 acres of wetland
loss to the MR-GO alone. It has been called a "marsh-eating monster" and described as a "hurricane
superhighway" that would exacerbate the risk of deadly floods.
3. The 17th Street Canal and the London Avenue
Canal carry drainage water that is pumped out of
the city to Lake Pontchartrain.
4. Only 36% of registered voters participated in
the 23 April mayoral election, which Louisiana state
officials, human rights groups and the press have
billed as "the most important election in the history
of New Orleans". Continuous appeals for satellite
voting boxes, which were set up throughout the US
in past elections for Iraqis, Afghanis, Haitians and
many others, were denied. Predictably, turnout was
high in the mostly prosperous and white areas
where little damage occurred, and exceptionally
low – in some, only 15% voter participation – in the
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5.

6.

heavily damaged areas of the New Orleans East, Gentilly and the Ninth Ward. The systematic exclusion of
the displaced has given fuel to those who do not want the poor to return. Indeed, low turnout in poor
neighbourhoods where the majority of residents are displaced, such as the 9th Ward, is being taken as an
indication of lack of interest and as an excuse to further silence their voices. As the Washington Post
reported: "How many people turned out to vote in each precinct was being viewed as an indicator of which
neighbourhoods are likely to be rebuilt; in many abandoned neighbourhoods, people fear that residents
who have left for good would not vote, revealing their lack of interest in the neighbourhood and the city.
Turnout could offer clues to the future racial makeup of the city". See Peter Whoriskey, "Nagin, Landrieu
to Run Off for Mayor of New Orleans", The Washington Post, 23 April 2006. See also Brian Thevenot,
"Flood-ravaged neighborhoods may lose clout: Voter turnout in most of them plummets in mayoral
primary", New Orleans Times Picayune, 2 May 2006.
New Orleans has lost 77% of its primary care doctors, 70% of its dentists, 89% of its psychiatrists; its
only public healthcare facility, Charity Hospital, is closed. 'On The Edge – The Louisiana Child & Family
Health Study', a survey conducted by Operation Assist (a collaboration between Columbia University's
Mailman School of Public Health and The Children's Health Fund) surveyed hundreds of the thousands of
families living in FEMA trailers in Louisiana. Nearly half of the parents surveyed reported that at least one
of their children was manifesting emotional or behavioural difficulties that had not been present prior to
Katrina. More than half the women caregivers showed evidence of clinically-diagnosed psychiatric
problems. On average, households have moved 3.5 times since the hurricane, some as many as nine
times, often across state lines. More than one-fifth of children displaced were either not in school, or had
missed 10 or more days of school in the past month, while many children in New Orleans are not in school
at all (http://www.mailman.hs.columbia.edu/news/ncdp-hurricane-study.html). Before Katrina, 60,000
students attended over 115 New Orleans public schools; only 12,000 students attend the 25 open public
schools today. However, most of the public schools are now privately operated public charter schools,
while only 4 of the 25 public schools are operated by the elected school board. See Sharon Cohen,
"Overhaul of New Orleans' troubled public schools called Katrina's 'silver lining'", the Associated Press
State & Local Wire, 2 March 2006.
Before Katrina, 484,674 people inhabited the city; eight months later, this number is approximately
181,000, which includes both returnees and new workers to the city. Over 300,000 people are still
displaced. In the past 30 days, the first of thousands of homes destroyed by Katrina have finally started
being demolished in Orleans Parish, but little or no progress has been made in rebuilding many key
components of the infrastructure. In Houston, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) issued
25,000 eviction notices to evacuees, who FEMA had previously given one year of housing and utilities
vouchers. They have now been told by FEMA
that they are no longer eligible for help, and
must either pay the rent or leave. (See Gary
Younge, "Big business sees a chance for
ethnic and class cleansing", The London
Guardian, 20 April 2006). Yet not a penny of
the billions of federal housing reconstruction
money from the Community Development
Block Grant has made it to New Orleans. The
City of New Orleans has on its website
(www.cityofno.com) recently begun publishing
30-day home demolition notification lists,
which totals 2,100 homes. Moreover, despite
the fact that half the population of New
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Orleans lived in rental housing, and that 84,000 rental units were destroyed or damaged, only 6,000 lowincome rental units are part of the state plan for reconstruction. See Melinda Deslatte, "Advocates say
Rental Housing lacking in Blanco's Plans", Associated Press, New Orleans Times Picayune, 17 April 2006.
7. FEMA initially refused to say how much the government is paying for the 240-square-foot trailers that have
a 'life cycle' of 18 months. However after the New York Times and New Orleans Times Picayune estimates
placed the cost at over $60,000 each, FEMA eventually acknowledged the accuracy of their estimate –
an amount that is well over the cost of repairs to most homes in New Orleans. See James Varney, "Trailer
Cash", New Orleans Times Picayune, 21 January 2006. While thousands of New Orleanians continue to
live in hotel rooms, FEMA trailers and wrecked homes, the estimated 20,000 migrant workers who have
ventured to the city for the clean-up spend their nights in primitive conditions in parts of City Park, which
is charging rent to the campers; in many cases, they are living in the mouldy houses they are gutting.
Recently compiled accounts from numerous migrant workers describe this labour exploitation. Varied tiers
of subcontractors and 'labour agents' stand between them and their American employers, who take
advantage of the illegality of their work force. The Washington Post recently asked: "How many
contractors does it take to patch a leaky roof?" They concluded five contractors, or even six. At the bottom
tier is a Spanish-speaking crew earning less than 10 cents for each square foot of blue tarp installed. At
the top, the prime contractor bills the government 15 times as much for the same job. In instances
reviewed by the Washington Post, the difference between the job's actual price and the fee charged to
taxpayers ranged from 40% to as high as 1,700%. See Joby Warrick, "Multiple Layers Of Contractors Drive
Up Cost of Katrina Cleanup", The Washington Post, 20 March 2006.
8. The Lower 9th Ward, an area of the city first settled by African American families after their emancipation
from slavery, has one of the highest rates (60%) of African American homeownership in the US. Over 54%
of residents in this neighbourhood have lived there for at least 25 years, reflecting residents' longstanding
and deep roots in the community.
9. Eight months after 80% of the city flooded, 987 people are still missing, while Katrina is now directly
blamed for the deaths of 1,282 Louisiana residents.
10. Established in the first week after Katrina, Common Ground Collective is a community-initiated volunteer
organisation. The Collective supplied immediate, short-term relief for victims of the hurricane in the Gulf
Coast region, and is providing long-term support in rebuilding the communities affected in the New Orleans
area. www.commongroundrelief.org
11. N.O.H.E.A.T. (www.no-heat.org) is a local activist alliance dedicated to resisting the mass evictions of poor
and working-class residents, and to fighting the illegal dismantling of New Orleans public housing. C3
(www.c3nola.org) is a local anti-war, grassroots community organisation that advocates affordable housing
as a human right and holds the government
accountable for securing that right. Both groups
demand that the processes of rebuilding New
Orleans include all its citizens.
12. Along with the everyday problems of a hardpressed community, in April 2003 the students
and faculty at John McDonogh Senior High went
through a major trauma: a gunman wielding an AK47 and a handgun fired more than 30 shots into
the packed school gym, killing one student and
wounding three others. The media treated the
incident as a gangland retaliation story, which
tainted the entire community. Part of the reason
that Rachel and Abram started the Neighbourhood
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Story Project was because of the incredible frustration experienced by being brought into the national
spotlight for something negative, and the consequent stereotype that it created about the school. They
wanted the students and the community to be able to tell their own stories, as there was so much more
happening in their neighbourhoods and at their school. Because John McDonogh has been closed since
Katrina, the Neighborhood Story Project is relocating to a storefront space in the 7th Ward.
www.neighborhoodstoryproject.org
The Social Aid and Pleasure Club tradition began in the late 19th century in African American communities
in New Orleans. Its roots are in the Freedmen's Aid Association, founded in 1856 after the Civil War. The
Association's goal was to provide loans, assistance, and a means of education to newly freed slaves. After
the Association's demise, benevolent organisations arose within New Orleans neighbourhoods to function
as mutual aid societies. The Social Aid Clubs of the early 20th century provided aid to fellow African
Americans, and ensured that club members were provided a proper burial. For the poor black residents
of New Orleans, the clubs became a social safety net. Clubs celebrate their anniversary with a 'second
line'. These participatory parades begin with a brass band, the club members, and a core group of their
supporters, but will grow throughout the four-hour parade to crowds ranging anywhere from 1,000 8,000. Social Aid and Pleasure Clubs serve as a mechanism for community self-reliance, which is currently
very significant as lowland neighbourhoods that fail to redevelop sufficiently will most likely shrink or
disappear. The restoration of these cultural institutions is key to the re-emergence of a culturally bonded
way of life in impoverished New Orleans neighbourhoods (see note 16).
From Waukesha Jackson's interview with Evella "Ms. Coochie" Pierre. See Waukesha Jackson, What Would
the World Be without Women: Stories from the 9th Ward, one of five books published by the Neighbourhood
Story Project in 2005.
By the fall of 1970, the Black Panther movement had developed a major presence in the Desire housing
development, where that group provided a stabilising force to a neighbourhood that had largely been
disregarded by police. Panthers provided food and security to impoverished Desire residents and
successfully recruited many community members to their revolutionary cause. As their tenure in Desire
grew, so did the unease; police and Panthers had run-ins, including one shootout that September. In
November 1970, the conflict came to a head. There was a tense standoff that erupted in violence between
the police and the Panthers and residents who supported them. It resulted in the arrest of six Panther
members and the death of one, Betty Toussaint. Common Ground Collective co-founder Malik Rahim was
one of the Panthers arrested.
The Social Aid and Pleasure Clubs are the keepers of the 'second line' tradition (see note 13). The second
line is a parade historically associated with jazz funerals; the term 'second line' is often thought originally
to have referred to the fans, admirers and revellers following the casket behind the band and the family.
'Second line' is also used to refer to the distinctive dance moves in these street parades. During the early
20th century, the New Orleans second line served an important community function. At that time African
Americans were not allowed to buy insurance, so they formed mutual aid societies, Social Aid and
Pleasure Clubs to help members through tough times. When a member's house burned down, or when
someone died and their family lacked the funds for a proper funeral, the club would step in to help. Live
bands and second-lining became integral parts of the fund-raising efforts.
From Waukesha Jackson's interview with Lady Nine Times President, Charlene Mathews. See Waukesha
Jackson (2005), op. cit.
The interview was conducted at Ed's stoop by Ashley Nelson, Rachel Breunlin and Helen Regis on 7 March
2006.

